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Notes on Asian Great Apes in Captivity

Few inhabitants of Uppsala know that the town hosts an original oran-
gutan skull. Th is skull belongs to the Uppsala University zoological col-

lection and is now kept in the Museum of Evolution. Carl Peter Th unberg’s 
(1743–1828) protégé Claës Fredrik Hornstedt (1758–1809) tried to bring a live 
orangutan by ship to Uppsala from Batavia, Java, in 1785. Unfortunately this 
great ape died on the way, along with many other exotic animals such as par-
rots, turtles and monkeys Hornstedt brought along on the ship Concordia 
from Jakobstad (now in Finland, previously a Swedish town) to Sweden. 
Other travellers did not even think about the almost impossible task of trans-
porting a tropical ape to the frozen north. Th erefore the Academic Garden in 
Uppsala could never add a live orangutan to its menagerie collection.1

 Orangutans are the only Asian species of the great apes. Today the oran-
gutan is divided into two taxa, the Sumatran species Pongo abelii Lesson 1827 
and the Bornean species Pongo pygmaeus (Linnaeus, 1760). Th e latter is divi-
ded into three subspecies. In a recent published article, historian of sciences 
John van Wyhe and Peter C. Kjærgaard review the gradual discovery and 
presence of orangutans in Europe. Th e subject has been discussed earlier by 
among others Gunnar Broberg and Olav Ertl-Röhrer. An early depiction of 
an orangutan has recently been uncovered in the explorer Daniel Beeckman’s 
A Voyage to the and from the Island of Borneo (1718). Here we wish to add a 
couple of marginal notes on orangutans kept in captivity, especially those 
linked to Scandinavia.2

 In 1982 Marvin L. Jones estimated that over 1,400 orangutans had been 
removed alive from Borneo and Sumatra since the early eighteenth century. 
Th ey were sent to menageries, research institutions and zoological gardens 
around the world. More than 600 were born in captivity. It is generally ac-
cepted that the fi rst orangutan arriving in Europe alive was a specimen sent 
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for Willem V, Prince of Orange. The orangutan was kept in the Prince’s 
private menagerie Het Loo near Th e Hague from 29 June 1776 to 22 January 
1777. It was described in detail by naturalist Arnout Vosmaer in 1778. Th is 
individual survived the cold climate only for a few months, but attracted 
great attention during its lifetime. It is pictured on paintings from 1777 by 
Tethart Philipp Christian Haag together with other exotic animals. Another 
orangutan in Europe was a young female which lived for a few months in 
Empress Josephine’s menagerie at her residence Jardin de la Malmaison near 
Paris in 1808. It was a gift from General Decaen, Governor-General of the 
French Indies. Th is orangutan was dressed up and taught to eat at the table.3 
 Th ere is yet an overlooked note which deserves attention when clarifying 
the history of orangutans in Europe. Swedish Admiral Carl Tersmeden noted 
in his memoirs that he observed an orangutan at a market place in Amster-
dam in 1735. He writes that it was “one of the most cruel wild beasts, therefore 
it was also tied with a strong iron link around its neck”. Unfortunately for 
modern researchers he gives no description of the “beast”, so we have no clue 
if it was really an orangutan. Naturally this animal could have been any ape or 
monkey – perhaps a chimpanzee or some kind of gibbon – which its owner 
wanted to make more interesting by calling it an orangutan.4 
 It is not unlikely that one or more orangutans were brought alive to Am-
sterdam on the Dutch East India Company’s regular trade ships. Many exotic 
animals were imported and notoriously Blauw Jan and his inn at Klove-
niersburgwal kept up an extensive trade in exotic animals, brought from 
the colonies by sailors. Th ere is also a note that a Mr Pallavicini brought 
two orangutans alive to Europe in 1759, but already the Dutch philosopher 
Jean-Nicolas-Sébastien Allemand at the University of Leiden, who himself 
mentions the orangutans, doubts about their safe arrival in Europe. No other 
sources corroborate their presence.5

 European travellers to Southeast and East Asia sometimes encountered 
captive orangutans in the region. So did for instance the Swedish chief mate 
on a ship, Carl Johan Gethe. In Canton, southern China, in 1748 he observed 
a female orangutan which came from Borneo. It was sitting down, tied on an 
English ship in the harbour.6

 Carl Linnaeus gathered a rather impressive collection of living animals, 
including a range of primates and lemurs, raccoons, parrots and other animals 
from several continents in his menagerie in Uppsala. However he never recei-
ved any live orangutan, neither his successor (his son) or the above mentioned 
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Th unberg, who in 1781 after the son’s death became professor and head of the 
Academic Garden. One person only is known in history for trying to bring a 
live orangutan to Uppsala – Claës Fredrik Hornstedt. His eff orts were all in 
vain. Th e dead orangutan was placed in a barrel of arrack, strong Indonesian 
spirits, for transport to Stockholm, but nothing except the skull is preserved 
until today; its location is the Museum of Evolution in Uppsala. Another 
dead orangutan in the form of a skin and parts of the skeleton is said to have 
been donated somewhat earlier to the Academy of Sciences in Stockholm by 
naturalist Anders Sparrman (1748–1820), probably purchased by him in Th e 
Netherlands.7 After the eff ort by Hornstedt it would take another 200 years 
before live orangutans set foot in Sweden.

Live orangutans

Early European audiences generally had nothing to compare with when they 
were confronted with live orangutans. Th roughout the nineteenth and even 
in the twentieth century orangutans were thought to be dangerous, wild and 
perilous for humans. Traditional superstition in some countries against red 
hair might have been a reason for prejudice. Yet there were also writers who 
saw the red apes as intriguing. French author Jules Verne wrote in 1874 Th e 
Mysterious Island, where a group of Americans, who accidentally land on 
Captain Nemo’s island in the Pacifi c, domesticate a red ape which they call 
Jupiter. English writer Th omas Love Peacock wrote already in 1817 a novel, 
Melincourt, where an orangutan called Sir Oran Haut-Ton imitates humans 
and runs for parliament elections. In Disney’s animated fi lm from 1967, based 
on Rudyard Kipling’s Jungle Book (1894), the orangutan King Louie is added 
– and he wants to be human.
 With the emergence of zoological gardens in Europe in the nineteenth 
century and better knowledge about the apes and their habits, which im-
proved the conditions for the animals during the long transport from Asia, 
live orangutans became more common in Europe. Th ey lasted not very long 
in captivity, however. In 1816 and 1818 two orangutans arrived in London. 
Th e latter was a Sumatran specimen and imported by the British naturalist 
Clarke Abel (1780–1826). It was later described as a new taxon by the French 
surgeon René Primevère Lesson in 1827. London zoo received a young male 
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which was sent by a Mr Swinton from Calcutta, India, in 1830. Th e trans-
port was hardly healthy for the sensitive animal and within a few days after 
arrival it died. A female, named Jenny or “the fi rst Lady Jane” came in 1837 
and survived for 18 months in the London zoo. It was replaced in 1839 by 
another female, also named Jenny, which lived for nearly four years. Th e se-
cond Jenny was appreciated by many visitors, among others Queen Victoria 
herself. Th e ape triggered the imagination of several artists and writers. Th e 
most famous piece of literary orangutan fantasy is probably the short story by 
Edgar Allan Poe from 1841, Th e Murders in the Rue Morgue, where the killer 
proves to be an orangutan. Th e ape had been brought from the tropics by a 
sailor and did not murder the two victims in cold blood, but because it was 
under stress, pursued by its owner and scared of his whip. Th e theory put 
forward is that the animal remains an animal, furious and unconscious about 
its own strength, and the real culprit was the sailor. Th e Hague Zoo in Th e 
Netherlands received its fi rst live orangutan in 1839, the fi rst of many which 
during this century were imported from Dutch India.8 Early zoo holdings 
of orangutans are known also from Amsterdam (1839), Antwerp (1847), Ber-
lin (1872), Cologne (1863), Dresden (1895), Hamburg (1873), Leipzig (1894), 
Marseilles (1892), Rotterdam (1875), Copenhagen (1888), Stuttgart (1899) and 
Vienna (1878). Most of these apes lived only for a few months, although some 
exceptions are known.9 

Left: Orangutan, from Arnout Vosmaer, Na-
tuurlyke Historie van der Orang-outang 
van Borneo (1778). Right: Tethart Philipp 
Christian Haag’s painting from 1777 of an 
orangutan in Palace Het Loo, Apeldoorn, 
the Netherlands (Collection of Mauritshuis, 
Th e Hague).
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Scandinavian orangutans

Many European zoological gardens have kept orangutans throughout the 
twentieth century. Rotterdam had for instance over a hundred specimens 
until 1960, but in Scandinavia orangutans have been very rare zoo animals. 
Copenhagen has hosted orangutans since the end of the nineteenth century. 
Two adult specimens were shown at the zoo in 1888, but they did not survive 
very long. A catalogue mentions a male in the zoo in the year 1900. It was 
named Samson and was given as a gift by Privy Councillor H. N. Andersen. 
Unfortunately Samson died before a female, named Dalila, arrived as a gift 
from the Danish Consul in Padang, Sumatra.10

 In 1907 the zoo received Peter, a male which survived for a couple of 
years. Peter spent a large part of the summer outdoors and was allowed to 
climb trees outside the ape house. It built night nests in the trees by pulling 
together branches in the same way as wild orangutans do in the jungle. An 
impressive Bornean male, Jacob, arrived at the age of three, sent by a German 
animal dealer in 1932. He never had a mate, but thrived until he died in 1942 
of a disease in the central nervous system. In November 1943 the orangutan 
Musse was transferred, in connection with the war damages, from Berlin to 
Copenhagen zoo. It was kept there until its death in October 1946, after living 
almost ten years in zoos. Musse was replaced by the Sumatran male Tarzan 
and the female Suma, both from Rotterdam, in August 1952. Two young 
orangutans were born in February 1958, but did not survive. Suma died of 
a chronic kidney infl ammation in January 1959. Tarzan was in 1979 trans-
ferred to Berlin where he died in 1991. In 1959 the zoo received two young 
wild-born, Plumrose (born 1958) and Borneo (born 1959) as a gift from the 
Conservator of Forests in Colony of North Borneo. Plumrose was transfer-
red to Zurich in 1972, while Borneo was given to Vejle Zoo in 1969. An old 
female was transferred from Zurich to Copenhagen in 1972 and stayed there 
until it died in 1976.11 
 Aalborg zoo in Denmark received a wild captured male named Charlie in 
1960. Simultaneously a female named Sussi was acquired. Both were two years 
old at the arrival. Th ey reproduced from 1972 and received seven off spring 
before Sussi passed away in 1988. Charlie died in 2002, 44 years old, a record 
age for orangutans in European zoos. Aalborg continues until today to keep 
orangutans. In 1986 a wild captured male arrived from Edinburgh Zoo, in 
1996 a female from Rotterdam. Further specimens have been arriving from 
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Rotterdam, London and Borås. In 2011 Aalborg kept, according to the stud-
book, three males and two females.12

 In Sweden it took a long time before live orangutans were imported. Two 
zoological gardens provided a home for orangutans in the 1980s. Sumatran 
species has been kept by Furuvik zoo outside Gävle north of Stockholm since 
1988. Th e fi rst male arrived from Chester zoo and passed away in 2000. Th e 
fi rst female was born in Munich and after arriving in Furuvik, the couple had 
their fi rst reproduction in 1995. Currently there is also a couple at Furuvik 
zoo, the male Naong (born 1990 in Basel) and the female Donja (born 1991 
in Dresden). Bornean species is kept at Borås zoo since 1990. According to 
the studbook of 2011 they had one male (Bako) and two females (Sabine and 
Storma). Th e zoos in Helsinki, Finland (Korkeasaari/Högholmen, opened in 
1889), and in Norway (Kristiansand Zoo and Amusement Park, opened in 
1966) have as far as we know never hosted any orangutans.13

 Some orangutans have also performed as circus animals and there are ex-
amples from Scandinavia as well, but it would be the topic for a separate 
study. In the end Hornstedt would have been satisfi ed, despite his failure to 
bring a live orangutan to Uppsala. Orangutans are now living in Sweden and 
modern Swedes can get acquainted with this peaceful, intelligent great ape.14
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Summary

Orangutans Never Made It to Uppsala
Notes on Asian Great Apes in Captivity

By Sabira Ståhlberg & Ingvar Svanberg

Th e article discusses the presence of orangutans in European and Scandinavian capti-
vity. An attempt to import an orangutan to Sweden by Claës Fredrik Hornstedt in 1785 
failed – the ape died on the way from Java. Some zoos in Europe kept orangutans in 
the nineteenth century, but most of them were short-lived in captivity and only during 
the early twentieth century they became more common. Rotterdam had for instance 
over a hundred specimens until 1960, but in Scandinavia orangutans have been very 
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rare zoo animals. Copenhagen zoo received its fi rst orangutans at the end of the nine-
teenth century, but only in 1907 the zoo received a male which survived for a couple 
of years. He was succeeded by several others. Sweden received its fi rst orangutans only 
in the 1980s, when Furuvik zoo got its fi rst Sumatran specimen. Th e Bornean species 
is kept at Borås zoo since 1990.
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